Key Stage 1 lesson plan:
Design a straw rocket
Duration: Up to 1 hour
Key Stage 1 Design and Technology
objectives:
• To design purposeful, functional,
appealing products
• To set up simple practical enquiries,
comparative and fair tests
• To use results to draw simple
conclusions, make predictions for new
values, suggest improvements and raise
further questions
• To build structures, exploring how they
can be made stronger, stiﬀer and more
stable.
Child-friendly outcome:
• Imagine you are a scientist or engineer
designing a new rocket to launch Orion.
Explore which materials, ﬁns and nose
cones make the rocket ﬂy better.
Resources:
• Paper – a variety of paper types to try.
• Sticky tape
• Scissors
• Pencil
• Straw (slightly thinner than the pencil)

Introduction
Explain that the children are going to be
engineers and scientists today, making rockets
and testing and adapting their designs to ﬁnd
out which materials and features help the
rocket ﬂy better.

1. Images
Research rocket images to get the
children talking about things the rockets
have in common. Steer them towards
nose cones and ﬁns.
2. Explain that the children will work in
small groups and each group will make
one rocket with no ﬁns and no nose
cone.
One reason is cost, as a probe might cost
around £2 million, but a manned mission
would cost more like £85 million. There
are also more risks and safety challenges
to be resolved with manned explorations.
3. Discuss the purpose of making a control
rocket.
The children will then get to ﬂy their
control rockets and record their
performance on a white board. The
children can decide the performance
criteria together before the exercise.
You could use a target, a distance or a
combination of the two.
The build
Children build their control rockets following
the same instructions and all using the same
materials.
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Instructions
1. Cut a rectangular strip of paper about 12
centimetres long and 4 centimetres wide.
4cm
12cm
2. Roll the paper tightly around the pencil
and tape along the long edge. Children
can help each other and work in their
groups to make one control rocket per
group.

7. Children should put the result of their
control ﬂight on the board or make notes
of the results.
Design a straw rocket
8. Children can then repeat the build
process – this time adding ﬁns from the
pattern below.
These are cut out and stuck to the bottom
(open end of the rocket).
They should also try forming the top of
their rocket into a cone shape.

3. Fold over the top end of the tube and
secure with tape.
4. Carefully remove the pencil and blow
gently into the paper tube. If you think
that air is escaping from the side or folded
top, carefully add some more tape to seal
the leaks.
Note! It is best to not let children remove
the pencils from their rockets until
everyone is ready to ﬂy and to have a
controlled launch to make sure that all
the rockets are pointing away from the
children and towards the designated
launch area.
Test ﬂight
5. Give each group a straw to launch their
rocket. Place the straw inside the open end
of the tube, leaving some of the straw
sticking out to hold on to.
6. Children should then line up, all facing the
launch area and blow sharply through the
straw. Their rockets should ﬂy!

9. When everyone is ready, ﬂy these rockets
too and record how the changes in design
aﬀected the ﬂight results.
Review and reﬁne
10. Explain that companies such as Lockheed
Martin and NASA use huge teams of
scientists and engineers to design and
build their craft. Part of the design
process is feedback and review.
11. Give the children time to discuss the
results of their ﬂights and to suggest
improvements. Think about materials –
weight, stiﬀness, etc.
tape
straw

Note! Make sure not to aim the rocket at
anyone.
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tape

Instructions
12. Children can then experiment with bigger
or smaller ﬁns, diﬀerent nose cones,
diﬀerent papers and materials to make
and ﬂy more rockets.
Finalise the design
13. Leave time at the end of the session to
discuss which rockets ﬂew best and
which didn’t. Can children think of any
reasons for the diﬀerences? Consider
which materials worked best and which
ﬁns and nose cones performed well.
The ﬁns should help the rocket to ﬂy
straighter through the air and go farther,
just like the ﬁns on the launch rockets
that will take Orion into space.
If there is further time, children can
experiment more by putting the ﬁns at
the top of the rocket or changing the
angle that they ‘launch’ their rocket from.
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